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Abstract: Hexapod walking robots have attracted considerable attention for several
decades. Many studies have been carried out in research centers, universities and
industries. However, only in the recent past have efficient walking machines been
conceived, designed and built with performances that can be suitable for practical
applications. This paper gives an overview of the state of the art on hexapod walking
robots by referring both to the early design solutions and the most recent achievements.
Careful attention is given to the main design issues and constraints that influence the
technical feasibility and operation performance. A design procedure is outlined in order to
systematically design a hexapod walking robot. In particular, the proposed design
procedure takes into account the main features, such as mechanical structure and leg
configuration, actuating and driving systems, payload, motion conditions, and walking gait.
A case study is described in order to show the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed
design procedure.
Keywords: hexapod robots; walking machines; design procedure

1. Introduction
Legged hexapod robots are programmable robots with six legs attached to the robot body. The legs
are controlled with a degree of autonomy so that the robot can move within its environments,
to perform intended tasks. Hexapod robots can be suitable for terrestrial and space applications, and
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they can include features such as omnidirectional motion, variable geometry, good stability, access to
diverse terrain, and fault tolerant locomotion [1].
One of the motivating factors often given for pursuing the development of hexapod robots is that
they can climb over obstacles larger than the equivalent sized wheeled or trucked vehicle. In fact, the
use of wheels or crawlers limits the size of the obstacle that can be climbed to half the diameter of the
wheels. On the contrary, legged robots can overcome obstacles that are comparable with the size of the
machine leg [2]. Hexapod walking robots also benefit from a lower impact on the terrain and have
greater mobility in natural surroundings. This is especially important in dangerous environments like
mine fields, or where it is essential to keep the terrain largely undisturbed for scientific reasons [3].
Hexapod legged robots have been used in exploration of remote locations and hostile environments
such as seabed [4,5], in space or on planets [6,7] in nuclear power stations [8], and in search and rescue
operations [9]. Beyond this type of application, hexapod walking vehicles can also be used in a wide
variety of tasks such as forests harvesting, in aid to humans in the transport of cargo, as service robots
and entertainment.
Despite the above referenced aspects, many challenges remain before hexapod walking robots can
have a more widespread use. Some of their current disadvantages include higher complexity and cost,
low energy efficiency [10], and relatively low speed. Walking robots are in fact complex and
expensive machines, consisting of many actuators, sensors, transmissions and supporting hardware.
This paper gives a wide overview of the state of the art on six-leg walking robots aiming to identify
the main design issues and constraints that influence the technical feasibility and performance of these
systems. Then, a design procedure is proposed in order to systematically design a six-leg walking
robot. In particular, the proposed design procedure takes into account mechanical structure and leg
configuration, actuating and drive mechanisms, payload, motion conditions, walking gait and control
system. A case study is described, referring to previous experiences at LARM in Cassino in order to
show the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed design procedure.
2. State of Art Overview
2.1. Early Designs
The first hexapods can be identified as robots based on a rigidly predetermined motion so that
an adaptation to the ground was not possible. Early researches in the 1950s were focused on assigning
the motion control completely by a human operator manually [11].
One of the first successful hexapod robot was constructed at University of Rome in 1972 (Figure 1a)
as a computer-controlled walking machine with electric drives [12]. In the middle 70s, at the Russian
Academy of Sciences in Moscow, a six-legged walking machine was developed with a mathematical
model of motion control. It was equipped with a laser scanning range finder and was connected with
a two-computer control system [13]. In 1976, Masha hexapod walking robot was designed at Moscow
State University (Figure 1b). The robot had a tubular axial chassis, articulated legs with three DoFs [14].
The hexapod was able to negotiate obstacles using contact on the feet and a proximity sensor. Ohio State
University in 1977 developed a six-legged insect-like robot system called “OSU Hexapod” [15]. This
hexapod was kept tethered and was made to walk short distances over obstacles (Figure 1c).
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In 1983, Carnegie-Mellon University developed a “Six-Legged Hydraulic Walker” [16], a first
man-carrying hexapod capable of navigating rough terrain using different types of gaits. The hexapod
used a combination of hydraulic feedback, computer control and human control and was about 2.5 m
long and the same width. It weighted about 800 kg and was powered by a 13 kW gasoline engine.
Figure 1. Early hexapod design: (a) University of Rome’s hexapod; (b) MASHA hexapod;
(c) OSU hexapod; (d) ODEX I hexapod; (e) ASV hexapod.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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In 1984, Odetic Inc., California, USA, developed Odex I [17], a six-legged radially symmetric
hexapod robot which used an onboard computer to play back pre-programmed motions (Figure 1d).
Its onboard computer could be operated remotely and the robot moved under its own power.
Using remote human control or the prerecorded motions, the hexapod could climb obstacles such as
stairs or a pickup truck. Odex I weighed 136 kg; each leg was able to lift 180 kg. In 1985, the
“NMIIIA” Hexapod Manned Rover was developed in Russia [18]. This hexapod was designed for
investigating the walking propulsive device and control system. NMIIA had a mass of 750 kg;
its load-carrying capacity was 80 kg; travel speed was 0.7 km/h. In 1989, the Ohio State University
started the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle project [19]. The six-legged robot, shown in Figure 1e, used
hydraulic actuation being powered by an internal combustion engine. A human was able to operate it
through a joystick while the individual control of each leg was assured by a central computer. As main
characteristics, its 250 kg payload capacity, and the possibility to surpass 1.8 m width ditches and
climb vertical steps of maximum 1.65 m should be mentioned. A hexapod walking robot named
Aquarobots was constructed in 1989 and used for underwater measurements of ground profiles for the
construction of harbors [20]. A small hexapod robot named Genghis with 0.35 m length and 1 kg
weight was developed in the same year [21]. The behavior of Genghis was not explicitly controlled,
but was built by adding layers of control on top of existing simpler layer. This approach was different
to the more traditional method of task decomposition.
Attila and Hannibal hexapod robots were built in the Mobot Lab in the early 1990s [22]; they were
very sophisticated autonomous robots for their size, possessing over 19 degrees of freedom, more than
60 sensory inputs, eight microprocessors and real-time behavior. TUM Walking Machine was
developed in 1991. The robot was designed and steered similar to a stick insect [23]; the control
system was realized as a neural structure. AMBLER (Autonomous MoBiLe Exploration Robot) was a
hexapod robot developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory during the mid-90s for operating under the
particular constraints of planetary terrain [24]. The robot was about 5 m tall, up to 7 m wide, and
weighed 2500 kg. While most robots bend their legs to step and walk, Ambler’s legs remain vertical,
while they swing horizontally, adopting a telescope like displacement to touch the ground.
2.2. Recent Developments
The two last decades have been characterized by a rapid development of control systems
technology. Hexapod robots were equipped with various sensing systems. Artificial Intelligence
systems were widely applied to the analysis of environment and motion of robots on a complex surface.
A series of bio inspired robots was developed at Case Western Reserve University (USA) at the end
the 90s, such as, for example, Robot III that had a total of 24 DoFs. Robot III architecture was based
on the structure of cockroach, trying to imitate their behavior [25]. In particular, each rear leg had
three DoFs, each middle leg four DoFs and each front leg five DoFs. Similarly, Biobot was a biomimetic
robot physically modeled as the American cockroach (Periplaneta Americana) and powered by
pressurized air [26]. This hexapod had a great speed and agility. Each leg of the robot had three
segments, corresponding to the three main segments of insect legs: coxa, femur, and tibia.
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Hamlet was a hexapod robot constructed at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand [27].
Its legs were all identical and each had three revolute joints. Hamlet’s application task was to study
force and position control on uneven terrain.
In 2001, a project named RHex commenced [28]; RHex design comes from a multidisciplinary and
multi-university DARPA funded effort that applies mathematical techniques from dynamical systems
theory to problems of animal locomotion. Hexapod design consists of a rigid body with six compliant
legs, each with one DoF (Figure 2a). Thus, RHex has only six motors that rotate the legs such as a wheel.
Figure 2. Recent developments in hexapod design: (a) RHex basic architecture;
(b) Six-legged walking robot LAURON V from the FZI Research Center for Information
Technology in Karlsruhe, Germany; (c) One configuration of the LEMUR prototype:
the front limbs function as legs and arms, with integrated tools; (d) ATHLETE during
experimental tests.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Several prototypes of Rhex have been developed. At present the project is still active.
Lauron V hexapod robot (Figure 2b) was the result of about 10 years of progressive improvement
on the previous configurations Lauron I, II, III and IV. LAURON [29] is biologically-inspired by the
stick insect. Like this insect, the robot has six legs fixed to a central body. Each of the six legs is
actuated by four joints. Each foot has a three-axis force sensor, and each motor has a current sensor
that detects forces opposing to its movement. At present the project is still active.
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Gregor I reproduces the cockroach’s agility where the locomotion control is based on the theory of
the Central Pattern Generator [30]. Gregor I had a biological inspiration where each leg pair has
a unique design. The front leg pair and the middle leg pair have three DoFs on each leg, and the rear
leg pair has two DoFs. Another hexapod robot called Sprawlita [31] was developed following the basic
principles of locomotion of cockroaches: self-stabilizing posture, different functions for the legs,
passive visco-elastic structure, open-loop control and integrated construction. In 2005, the hexapod
robot named BILL-Ant-p was developed [32]. The robot was based on ants’ behavior and it is
composed of three DoFs on each leg with six force-sensing feet, a three-DoF neck and head, and
actuated mandibles with force-sensing for a total of 28 DoFs.
A series of hexapod named LEMUR (Limbed Excursion Mechanical Utility Robots robot) was
developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory [33] with the goals of using robots for repair and maintenance
in near-zero gravity on the surface of spacecraft (Figure 2c). MARS (Multi Appendage Robotic
System) was a hexapod mobile robotic research platform developed after the LEMUR project for
similar applications by employing radial symmetry. MARS platforms were capable of walking in any
direction without turning [34].
In 2004, a six-legged lunar robot called ATHLETE was developed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory [35]. This robot had the ability to roll rapidly on rotating wheels over flat smooth terrain
and walk carefully on fixed wheels over irregular and steep terrain. ATHLETE had a payload capacity
of 450 kg, a diameter of around 4 m and a reach of around 6 m (Figure 2d).
AQUA was an amphibious hexapod robot developed with six independently-controlled leg
actuators [36]. One of the most important features of this robot was the ability to switch from walking
to swimming gaits as it is moving from a sand beach or surf-zone to deep water. The underwater
walking robot CR200 was built as based on the concept of Crabster [37]. The application field was
inspection of shipwrecks or scour and survey of seafloor in high current and turbid environments.
The hexapod robot called RiSE is able to climb on a variety of vertical surfaces as well as
demonstrating horizontal mobility [38]. A mechanism applied in RiSE uses compliant micro spines on
its feet to reliably attach to textured vertical surfaces, in order to carry the payload while the robot
climbs. COMET hexapods are a serious of robots designed to operate on extremely unstructured
terrain [39]. The latest prototype, COMET IV, is a hydraulically driven hexapod involving walking with
the force/impedance control, fully autonomous navigation with laser mapping and teleoperation.
Mantis is a hexapod robot hydraulic powered developed by Micromagic Systems. It stands nearly 3 m
tall and weighs about 2 tons; at present, it is one of the biggest hexapod robots in the world [40].
Many hexapod rovers for space exploration have been designed and built in the last years. A very
rich reference of this vehicle and their design issues can be found in [41].
Given the wide variety of existing hexapod robots, several of the above described prototypes
have been detailed in a specific table (Table 1). It provides a quick comparison tool for referring
to the main features.
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Table 1. Comparison of hexapod robots.
Main Characteristics

Robot Name

Mass Length Width Height

Main Performance
Total DoFs

Max Speed

Gait/Mobility

Power

Year

Application Tasks

1900

1989

Planetary exploration

Wave Free

26000

1989

0.04

Wave Free

NA

1989

18

0.3

Wave

500

1991

23

18

NA

NA

NA

2000

28

40

18

0.1

Wave Free

52

2001

53

20

15

6

0.55

Wave Free

100

2001

0.27

16

NA

NA

12

0.35

Wave

NA

2002

Lauron III

18

50

30

80

18

0.4

Wave Free

NA

Genghis

1

40

15

NA

12

0.04 0.12

Wave Free

NA

2004

Aqua II

16.5

64

44

13

6

0.7 1

Land Water

200

2010

Bill-Ant-p

2.3

47

33

16

22

0.004

Wave

25

2005

Gregor I

1.2

30

9

4

16

0.03

NA

25

2006

Athelete

850

2.75

2.75

2

36

2.78

Wheleed

0.016

Wave

NA

2006

RiSe

2.8

41

NA

NA

12

NA

Wave

NA

2006

(Kg)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

Ambler

2700

500

500

700

12

0.007

Wave Free

ASV

3200

520

240

300

15

1.0

Hannibal

2.7

35

NA

20

19

Tum

23

80

40

100

Biobot

11

58

14

Hamlet

13

40

Rhex

7

Sprawlita

Comet IV

2120

280

330

250

24

(m/s)

0.278

Wave

(W)

20600

Navigate on uneven
terrains
Planetary exploration
Hexapod following
biological principles
Locomotion over
rough terrain
Testing force and
position control
Hexapod with
reduced actuators
Robots inspired to
cockroaches

1999– Testing a hierarchical
2003

2009–
2011

walk controller
Developing of a
reactive controller
Underwater hexapod
robot
Biologically inspired
legged robot
Robot inspired on
cockroaches.
Navigate on rough
soil of on the Moon
Hexapod climbing
robots
Hexapod for
multitasks on outdoor
environment
Walk either on land

CR200

600

250

200

130

18

0.5

Wave

20000

2013

or underwater in the
turbulent surf zone

Mantis

1900

420

220

280

18

NA

Wave

NA means data not available.

42000

2013

Entertainment
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2.3. Hexapod Robots’ Performance Indices
The following indices have been proposed in the literature in order to compare legged robots which
have different masses, shape and sizes:






Duty factor
Froude number
Specific resistance
Stability margin
The duty factor β [42] is defined as:

β

support period
cycle time

(1)

Duty factor can be used to make the distinction between walks and runs, since we have β ≥ 0.5 for
walking and β < 0.5 for running.
According to [43], a Froude number can be calculated by:

F

(2)

where V is the walking or running speed, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and h is the height of hip
joint from the ground. V is a characteristic speed of the motion. According to [44], a possible way to
estimate V can be by using the products (h times f) instead of the characteristic speed V since h is the
characteristic height of the leg and f is the stride frequency. Thus, one can write for hexapod robots:
= Fr2

(3)

Alexander [43] used the Froude number in order to characterize animal locomotion; he showed that
animals of different sizes use similar gaits when they travel with equal Froude numbers. In particular,
most animals change their gait from walking to running at a speed equivalent to a Froude number of
F = 1.
The specific resistance is a dimensionless number that is used to evaluate the energy efficiency of
a mobile robot. Gabrielli and von Karman discussed the performance of various vehicles using the
power consumption per unit distance [45].
That is:
(4)
where E is the total energy consumption for a travel of distance d, M is the total mass of the vehicle,
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. We can say that the specific resistance indicates how smooth
the locomotion is.
For a dynamic walking robot, we can define a stability margin as the minimum distance of the ZMP
to the boundaries of the support polygon, since the ZMP is the natural extension of a projected CoM on
the ground [46]. For a legged robot on rough terrain, Messuri and Klein defined the energy stability
margin as the minimum potential energy required to tumble the robot [47].
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3. Design Considerations
Designing hexapod legged robots is far from trivial. A very numerous and a wide range of
possibilities exist to design a hexapod as also described in the previous section. Designers must take
several decisions which influence the operation and technical features. Some of the most important
design issues and constraints according to [48] can be outlined as:













the mechanical structure of robot body;
leg architecture;
max sizes;
actuators and drive mechanisms;
control architecture;
power supply;
walking gaits and speed;
obstacle avoidance capability;
payload;
autonomy;
operation features;
cost.

The above mentioned design issues and constraints can be classified as design input (or key
features) and design output (or main design characteristics) as shown in the scheme of Figure 3.
Figure 3. A scheme for preliminary layout design of hexapod walking robots.

A survey on the state of the art shows that each hexapod walking robot design is almost unique.
Hexapod can be developed in several configurations and every solution has its design criteria,
specifications, shapes, advantages and disadvantages, but the literature is lacking a systematic design
procedure for hexapod robots as referring to specific functional requirements.
A preliminary design is often a trade-off solution between design requirements and key features.
Possible aids for the preliminary design process can be given by the Quality Function Deployment [49]
in order to define the relationship between the design configuration and the robot capabilities or
requirements. Based on this approach, we propose a novel simplified procedure that can be used to
relate and prioritize preliminary layout design to key features through numerical ranking.
As a first step, the key features will be identified and then ranked by their importance to the project.
Table 2 gives the ranking criteria proposed. Rankings values are recorded in the importance rating
column of Table 3. Table 4 gives the criteria used to evaluate the importance of an engineering
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solution in fulfilling key features. The relationship matrix in Table 3 is completed by filling the row
column intersection (key features—design requirements) according to Table 4 criteria.
Table 2. Ranking criteria of key features.
Importance of Key Features
Not important to project success
Somewhat important to project success
Fairly important to project success
Very important to project success
Critical to project: design driver

Value
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3. Cause and effect matrix design.
Main Design
Characteristics
(How)

Importance
Rating R

Body Type

Legs
Architecture

Actuators

Power
Supply

Key Features (What)
1

2

Walking gaits and speed

1

R1

K11

K21

Obstacle avoidance

2

R2

K12

K22

Payload

3

Autonomy

4

Operation features

5

Cost

6
Ri

K1i

K2i

Y1

Y2

i
∙

3

4

j

Kji
Y3

Y4

Yj

Table 4. Relationship matrix values.
Engineering Solution Satisfies the
Requirement
By itself
In conjunction with one or two factors
In conjunction with many other factors
Does not satisfy the requirements

Value
9
3
1
0

After filling in the relationship matrix, the importance rankings are multiplied by the relationship
value and computed on each column of the matrix according to the rule of Table 3. The bottom of
each column Yj gives the importance rating of engineering requirements. Results are a Pareto of main
design characteristics, which can be used as a starting point in the choice of hexapod architecture. This
tool will help to focus the process development on the issues that are most critical to the proposed
hexapod design.
A practical example of the proposed procedure is provided in Section 4. The proposed procedure is
an aid to select the most favorable preliminary design solution among those under consideration.
Non-conventional design solutions can be also considered into the cause and effect matrix, provided
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that proper relationship values can be estimated. Figure 4 depicted a flow-chart of proposed design in
order to systematically consider the main design characteristics and key features.
Figure 4. Hexapod robot design flow-chart.
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In the following, the main design characteristics and modeling issues are discussed in order to show
how the proposed design procedure can be implemented. It is worth mentioning also that other design
characteristics exist and additional features can be considered for specific applications. Thus, the most
remarkable design characteristics have been considered as examples for filling in the data in the cause
and effect matrix.
3.1. Robot Body Architecture
There are two basic architectures of hexapod robots: rectangular and hexagonal. The first one has
six legs distributed symmetrically along two sides, each side having three legs. The second has legs
distributed axi-symmetrically around the body, in a hexagonal or circular shape [50]. Many references
can be found in the literature on rectangular six-legged robots. In [51], Lee et al. describe the
longitudinal stability margin for rectangular hexapods. Also, the feasible walking gaits have been
widely investigated and tested [52,53]. Bilateral symmetry may be better suited than radial symmetry
to move along a straight line. Rectangular architectures require a special gait for turning action;
generally, they need four steps in order to realize a turning action [50].
Hexagonal hexapod robots demonstrate better performances than rectangular robots for some aspects.
As example hexagonal robots can have many kinds of gaits and can easily change direction—in fact
true radial symmetry implies that all legs are equal and the body has no “front” or “rear”—there is thus
no preferential direction for the motion. In [54], Preumont et al., proved that hexagonal hexapods can
easily steer in all directions and that they have a longer stability margin. In [55], Takahashi et al.,
found that hexagonal robots rotate and move in all directions at the same time, better than rectangular
ones, by comparing stability margin and stroke in wave gait. Chu and Pang in [56] proved theoretically
that hexagonal hexapod robots have superior stability margin, stride and turning ability compared to
rectangular robots.
3.2. Kinematic Architectures of Legs
Kinematics architecture depends on the factors related to the application in which the hexapod robot
is required for, as for example the terrain form, the workspace, and the payload. Literature shows that
there is a number of different leg types currently employed for hexapod walking robots. All have
advantages and disadvantages. Figure 5a shows a schematic classification of hexapod legs types.
At the first stage, one can choose between bio inspired and non-zoomorphic legs. Bio inspired leg
configuration is motivated primarily by animal gait, such as reptiles, mammals or arachnid. The first
one has legs and bodies for moving over rough and uneven terrains [57]. The principal characteristic of
the Reptilian type is that the legs are placed on both ends of the protruding body and knees to the side
of the base. Mammals’ bodies are above the legs, which gives less support to the base and lower power
consumption is needed to support the body, but it requires more stability than other types of animals [26].
In Aracnid configuration, legs extremities are situated on both sides, sticking the knees at the top of the
spider’s body. The orientation of the legs in respect to the body of the hexapod robot can be done with
three configurations (Figure 5b): frontal, sagittal or circular. In the first one, the directions are
perpendicular to the advancement of the legs’ position, unlike the sagittal, which moves parallel to the
robot legs, while in the circular arrangement the legs are positioned radially to the body of the system
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allowing the mechanism to move in any direction [58]. In the mammalian configuration, the legs are
below the body and can place the knees in different positions depending on the application it requires
(Figure 5c). Non zoomorphic legs can be hybrids such as in [59], telescopic such as in [24],
or under-actuated such as in [28]. In [60], a solution named Roller-Walker is presented. The principle
through which the robot propels itself during wheeled locomotion is the same as that of the skaters.
Figure 5. Type setting of hexapod legs’ design.

(a)

(b)

(c)

3.2.1. Actuator Types
Many kinds of actuators can be employed for operating hexapod walking robots. The majority of
hexapods is actuated by electric rotating motors, as they are relatively cheap, easy to control and there
are suitable technologies to store the energy. Linear motors are able to generate considerable forces at
very considerable speeds. However, these do not yet appear to have been utilized in many hexapods
since they have a limited movable range to weight ratio. Pneumatics actuators have very low stiffness,
inaccurate response, and low power to weight ratio. Pneumatics actuators, or air muscle, are able to
offer a fast response time but they need an on-board air supply as bottles or compressors that are heavy
pieces of equipment. Hydraulics actuators have high power/weight ratio; they are able to supply very
high force, but suffer from the serious drawback of having to carry an engine to drive the pump.
Hydraulics actuators are suitable for larger sized hexapod robots [61].
Unconventional actuators for hexapod robots can also be materials that can change shape through
the direct application of electricity or a chemical agent. Ionic polymer-metal composites, for example,
are materials that exhibit high strains under applied voltage differences allowing them to change from
a sheet shape into curved shapes. Polyacrylonitrile is a form of artificial silk, classed as a gel polymer.
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It can respond fast, but the activation method is a change in pH, which requires the fibers to be housed
in a watertight bag. Another class of materials that can change shape under the application of
electricity is the Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), such as a nickel-titanium alloy that exhibits extreme
contraction when heated. Contraction rates are controlled by the heating and cooling; the major
drawback resulting in slow response times and small operating forces. Thus, despite a great research
interest and the building of some prototypes such as in [62], the uses of SMA as hexapod actuators
have been very limited. Present trends indicate that they are more suited to micro robots.
3.2.2. Actuators Arrangements
Typically, specific actuator arrangements are developed in order to obtain maximum leg workspace
with a minimal kinematic structure. Several types of geometrical arrangements such as in Figure 6a are
recurrent in literature. The design consists of links connected through knee joints. The walking motion
is accomplished by controlling the angle of the links to position the feet.
Figure 6. Actuators arrangement: (a) three DoF solution; (b) pinion-belt arrangement;
(c) lead screw leg.

(a)

(b)

(c)

There are a number of different ways in which the joints can be actuated, which are referenced in [48].
Options include mounting the motor at the joint itself, or using a pulley and belt (Figure 6b) or lead
screw (Figure 6c) to set the angle of the knee using an actuator mounted near the base of the leg [59].
The major drawback of last design is the necessity to actuate remote joints. On the other hand, latching
the actuator at the knee joint adds various dynamic effects to the leg which have to be compensated by
the controller. This adds complexity to the control algorithms needed to move the leg. It also requires
more powerful motors at the hip joint to move the added mass of the leg. Remote actuation, in which
the actuators are located at the base of the leg, eliminates some of these problems, at the cost of
increasing the complexity of the mechanism. The coupling of the motion of the end effector relative to
the actuators is another undesirable characteristic of this leg design.
Another potential leg design is modeled according to a typical mammalian leg with a four-bar
linkage structure. The major drawback of this design is that the motions are highly coupled and the
effective workspace is somewhat limited. Moreover, the entire weight of the robot is supported by the
hip joint and they necessitate a powerful and expensive motor.
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3.3. Modeling Issues
Computational programs dedicated to the kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanical systems
are a powerful alternative to the classic design methods. Simulation-based design can help in the
development and the characterization of hexapod robots. Simulation software allows testing design
performance and predicting component’s behavior, prior to building a physical prototype. Simulation can
also help the development of gait algorithms and the gait optimization.
Basically, the modeling of hexapod robots is composed of two steps. The first one concerns the
kinematics of the robot motion: several types of software may be suitable for this purpose such as
SolidWorks. The second stage of the model concerns dynamics and control of the actuators.
This model is completed by the relevant forces encountered by walking robots, that is to say, the
ground contact forces, the friction in the joints, the motor torques. Interaction of hexapod robots with
the environment is a further step of the design study. Many references can be found in the literature as
in [63]. Indeed, it is commonly acknowledged that high-geared actuators typically encountered in
legged robots have very little sensitivity to inertia, and centrifugal and Coriolis forces. However,
high-geared motors introduce flexibility, backlash and friction, which should be modeled to get
reliable simulations. The development of gait algorithms can be initially based on pure kinematic robot
models such as in [64,65] since hexapods are generally slow machines, and consequently inertial
forces are not so important in the gait planning. A further aspect relates to gait optimization, which is
focused, for example, on energy saving [66].
3.4. Optimal Design
The optimum design can be formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem in the form
proposed in reference [67], as:

min
X

(5)
X

i = 1,…,N

subjected to
G(X) < 0

(6)

H(X) = 0

(7)

where min is the operator for calculating the minimum of a vector function F(X); similarly max
determines the maximum value among the N functions [wifi(X)] at each iteration; G(X) is the vector of
constraint functions that describes limiting conditions, and H(X) is the vector of constraint functions
that describes design prescriptions; X is the vector of design variables. The proposed optimization
formulation uses the objective function F(X) at each iteration by choosing the worst-case value among
all the scalar objective functions for minimizing it in the next iteration, as outlined in reference [68].
In particular, the worst-case value is selected in Equation (5) at each iteration as the objective function
with maximum value among the N available objective functions. This approach for solving
multi-objective problems with several objective functions and complex tradeoffs among them is
known as the “minimax method”. The “minimax method” is widely indicated in the literature for many
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problems, like, for example, for estimating model parameters by minimizing the maximum difference
between model output and design specification, as outlined in references [69,70].
Since the formulated design problem is intrinsically highly non-linear, a solution is obtained when
the numerical evolution from a tentative solution converges because of the iterative process to
a solution that can be considered optimal within the explored range of the design variable domain.
Therefore, a solution can be considered an optimal design as a local optimum, in general terms.
This last remark makes clear the influence of a suitable formulation with computational efficiency for
the involved criteria and constraints in order to have a design procedure, which is significant from an
engineering viewpoint as well as being numerically efficient.
3.5. Hexapod Walking Robot Control
The control systems of recent hexapod robots are distributed hierarchical systems composed of
a host computer, an onboard controller and various actuators and sensors. An example of hierarchical
control architecture is shown in Figure 7. A schematic of hexapod basic locomotion control is shown
in Figure 8. The user will set a desired position and walking gait, which is the input for the trajectory
generator. The trajectory generator sends the leg coordinates to the inverse kinematic model for each leg.
The inverse kinematic model re-calculates those given coordinates into its angular coordinates for all
the joints. The outcomes of the inverse kinematics model are the joint angles which will then enter the
control loop. The control at the joint level is almost always implemented using a PID control [71].
Figure 7. An example of hierarchical control architecture for Hexapod robot.
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Figure 8. A scheme of hexapod robot basic locomotion control.

3.6. Gait Planning
A gait is a sequence of leg motions coordinated with a sequence of body motions for moving the
overall body of the robot in the desired direction and for orientation from one place to another. A gait
is described as periodic when similar states of the same leg during successive strokes occur at the same
interval for all legs. Periodic gaits are suitable for smooth terrain and they have been studied by several
investigators, such as [72]. Figure 9 shows the scheme of some periodical hexapodal gaits; white color
indicates that the foot is in ground contact and the black color otherwise, according to [73]. Figure 9a
reports the hexapod legs’ description.
Figure 9. Gait diagram of hexapodal gaits: (a) legs description; (b) metachronal gait;
(c) ripple gait; (d) tripod gait.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The metachronal gait illustrated in Figure 9b is adopted by the hexapod when it moves slowly.
All legs on one side are moved forward in succession, starting with the rear-most leg. This is then
repeated on the other side. Since only one leg is ever lifted at a time, with the other five down,
the hexapod is always in a highly-stable posture. The ripple gait is used by the hexapod to move with
a medium speed. Gait diagram representation is shown in Figure 9c. Tripod gait (Figure 9d) is a regular,
periodic gait where β = 0.5, and where the anterior and posterior legs on one side lift in time with the
contralateral middle leg, forming alternating tripods. This is a gait suitable for high speed walking over
relatively flat ground.
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One problem with periodic gaits is that they require synchronization between the expected and
actual times that legs make contact with the ground. Over uneven ground, the time of footfall becomes
unpredictable, breaking the rigorously defined leg phasing and compromising stability. The free gait,
on the other hand, is much more effective on rough terrain with obstacles. The free gait is when each
leg can move on a free chosen interval and its own stroke algorithm. Some examples can be found in
the literature such as [74–77]. The difficulty with these approaches is the computational complexity.
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are mostly used for free gait implementation [78]. Another way for using
GA is a fuzzy logic controller, a potential tool for handling imprecision and uncertainty [79].
Also, using the techniques of soft computing will improve the leg speed; this is done by on-line
trajectory generation [80]. Most of the studies focused on the control at the leg level and leg
coordination using neural networks and fuzzy logic are based also on hybrid force/position control.
4. A Case of Study for Preliminary Lay-Out Design
This section describes the preliminary design process for a hexapod robot aimed for inspection and
analysis of historical sites of architectonic interest, with low-cost and easy-operation features.
Key feature requirements for the specific application can be summarized as follows:








low cost ( <1000 Euros);
user-friendly operation, also for non-expert users (e.g., architects);
possibility to negotiate a large variety of obstacles, such as
- a step with maximum height of 60 mm;
- a crest with maximum width of 100 mm and maximum height of 60 mm;
- a ditch with a maximum width of 60 mm;
the robot must be able to move inside archaeological and/or architectural sites by carrying
surveying devices and by avoiding damage of the surface and other parts of the site;
the robot can be operating wirelessly, in environments that cannot be reached or that are unsafe
for human operators;
operating speed on regular terrain should be >0.1 m/s on regular terrain and ≥0.01 m/s on
uneven terrains as based on previous experience in architectonical survey.

According to the above referenced criteria, Table 5 shows a matrix related to preliminary design.
As a first step, the key features are ranked by their importance to the project, according to Table 2.
Each key feature has been detailed in several aspects. For example, walking speed has been described
in terms of performances on regular terrain and uneven terrain. The cost has been divided according to
two factors: total budget and possibility of use for commercial components. Regarding the walking
gait, three types of gaits have been considered. In a similar way, all key features have been recorded in
the rows of the matrix. Rankings are recorded in the second column of Table 5. Similarly, each design
requirement has been divided into several categories. For example, the body type category reports two
solutions: the first one is a rectangular shape and the second one is a hexagonal shape. The leg type
issue has been split into three categories: configuration, orientation and knee. Configuration of legs has
been categorized in mammals, reptile, spider and hybrid. Orientation of legs can be sagittal, frontal,
and circular. In the same way, the knee item has been divided into three categories: outwards, same
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orientation and inwards. After the rankings have been chosen, the relationship matrix has been
completed according to criteria given in Table 3 and the above mentioned design issues.
In the following, we explain, for example, how to fill row 5 of the matrix regarding the step
avoidance category. Step avoidance Hmax ≥ 60 mm is a very important key feature, thus its importance
ranking is 4. Regarding the shape, rectangular or hexagonal, the score is 3 since each of the solutions
satisfies the obstacle avoidance requirement only in conjunction with one or two features. Mammalians’
configuration score is 9, since this solution demonstrated very good ability for obstacle traversing due
to the high center of gravity. Reptile leg score is 1 since this solutions satisfies the requirements only in
conjunction with many other factors. In the same way, spider leg configuration score is 1. Referring
to [81,82], the hybrid legs score is 9, similarly to mammalian configuration. As regards the legs’
orientation, sagittal score is 1 since this solution is not effective in satisfying the obstacle avoidance
requirement. Frontal orientation score is 3 since this solution satisfies the requirements only in
conjunction with one or two factors. In the same way, circular orientation score is 3. Knee orientation
score is 3 for the outwards solution, since it can satisfy the requirements only in conjunction with one
or two factors. In the same way, orientation solution score is 9 due to the high center of gravity. Inward
solution score is 1 since this solutions satisfies the requirements only in conjunction with many other
factor. Regarding the actuators, the score for each item is 1 since each of them satisfies the requirement
only in conjunction with many other factors. The same procedure holds for filling all the matrix rows.
After filling in the relationship matrix, the importance rankings have been multiplied by
the relationship value and the total is given at the bottom of each column of the matrix. Thus, the value
at the bottom of the column gives the importance rating of the considered main design characteristics.
These evaluations must be confirmed with simulation and trade-off studies; however, only the highest
ranked items are subject to design refinements. This will significantly reduce the required time
investment for the design.
Final results in Table 5 show that the most significant engineering requirements are rectangular
body shape, hybrid legs, frontal configuration, same knee orientation, and electrical actuators. In fact,
the above mentioned characteristics have obtained the highest ranking in their category of the matrix
(value 218, 294, 174, 200, 292, respectively). According to these results, the preliminary hexapod
architecture has been selected. Based on the results of this preliminary design procedure, a 3D CAD
model has been developed as shown in Figure 10. Design refinements and a prototype will be
developed in the near future as final validation of the proposed approach.
Figure 10. A CAD model of a novel hexapod.
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Table 5. Example of application of the proposed procedure on hexapod design.
Body

Characteristics

Type

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

13

14

15

Hydraulics

5

Pneumatic

Circular

4

Electrical

Frontal

3

Inwards

Sagittal

2

Same Orientation

Hybrid Legs

1

Outwards

Spider Legs

Knee

Reptile Legs

Orientation

Mammalian Legs

Key Features (What)

Configuration

Actuators

Hexagonal Shape

(How)

Legs Type Synthesis

Rectangular Shape

Rating of Importance R

Main Design

Walking speed
Regular terrain ≥ 0.1 m/s

1

5

3

3

1

1

1

9

3

9

3

3

3

3

9

3

3

Uneven terrain ≥ 0.01 m/s

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

3

9

3

3

3

3

9

3

3

Cost ≤ 1000 Euro

3

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

1

1

Use of commercial components

4

4

3

1

9

9

9

9

3

3

3

3

3

3

9

3

1

Step Hmax ≥ 60 mm

5

4

3

3

9

1

1

9

1

3

3

3

9

1

1

1

1

Crest Hmax ≥ 60 mm W ≥ 100 mm

6

4

3

3

9

1

1

9

1

3

3

3

9

1

1

1

1

Ditch Wmax ≥ 100 mm

7

4

3

3

9

1

1

9

1

3

3

3

9

1

1

1

1

8

5

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

1

1

Omnidirectional Steering

9

4

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

9

3

3

3

3

3

3

Autonomy ≥ 1 h

10

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

0

0

Tripod gait

11

3

9

9

3

3

3

9

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

Metachronal gait

12

3

9

3

3

3

3

3

9

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

Free gaits

13

1

3

3

1

1

1

9

3

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

1

Ground clearance > 15 cm

14

3

9

3

9

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Load carrying capacity ≥ 0.5 kg

15

5

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

218 174 242 126 120 294 122 174 150 126 200 104 292 95

87

87

Low Cost

Obstacle avoidance

Operation
Wireless

Walking Gait

∙

5. Conclusions
This paper gives an overview of the state of the art on six-leg walking robots. Careful attention is
paid to the main design issues and constraints that influence the technical feasibility and performance
of these systems. A design procedure is outlined in order to systematically design a six-leg walking
robot. In particular, the proposed design procedure takes into account the mechanical structure and leg
configuration, the actuating and drive mechanisms, payload, motion conditions, and walking gait,
providing a useful tool for the systematic choice of main design characteristic. A case study has been
reported in order to show the effectiveness and engineering feasibility of the proposed procedure.
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